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INTRODUCTION

The TSA:RMF is now the main internationally recognised 
standard to measure tourism in the economy.

Potentially, the TSA can be used by a wide range of public and 
private stakeholders.

My presentation, based on member countries’ replies to a 
questionnaire on best practices in TSA usage analyses the 
relevance and utility of TSA data.

The aim of OECD work is to contribute to a wider dissemination 
of TSA-based economic and social analyses and to promote the 
development of a common perspective on the best ways to use 
the TSA.
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TSA POLICY USERS

TSA help policy decision-makers to understand the size 
and importance of the tourism sector, which in turn can 
help secure resources and funding for new tourism 
policy initiatives.

TSA indicators are used increasingly as targets in 
national tourism and long-term strategies, which allow 
policy-makers to assess the progress made in the 
implementation of these strategies. 

TSA data support tourism policy papers and official 
statement referring to the economic size of tourism.
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SOME EXAMPLES

The TSA is vital rather than useful. The real power of 
the results is most evident when they are mentioned in 
secondary documents from which a range of decisions 
are made (e.g. government papers, minister speeches, 
planning documents, analysts’ reports, business case 
reports, etc). (New Zealand)

Indicators from the TSA are all used as indicators when 
the targets have been set in the National Tourism 
Strategy. (Finland)
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TSA BUSINESS USERS

TSA has helped to bolster tourism industry’s sense of 
self-awareness, identity and importance. 

TSA supports to some extent private sector strategic 
analysis and business developments, addressing tourism 
infrastructure and labour market issues but business 
users still do not take full advantage of the TSA.

TSA could be useful to business through its potential 
extensions that could be implemented by the business 
itself.
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ESTIMATED BENEFITS

Providing a quality benchmark for the development of a 
system of tourism statistics

- The quality statement is essential though it might appear 
insufficiently publicised to final users.

- Many countries use the TSA as a quality benchmark of the raw 
data used in the collection process.  
Identifying the tourism sector and industry analysis

- The TSA provides a coherent framework within which to integrate, 
reconcile, organise and analyse the variety of economic statistics 
relevant to tourism, both on the supply and the demand side.   

- The TSA has considerably expanded the tourism information data 
base and provides credible data concerning the scale and 
significance of tourism in the economy.
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SOME EXAMPLES

Tourism data are checked against national accounts 
estimates so there is mutual quality assessment of the 
estimates. (Sweden)
TSA has crucially provided robust estimates for tourism, 
which prior to TSA did not exist in any credible sense. 
(Ireland)
The TSA establishes tourism as an industry. In official 
statistics, industries are defined from the supply side, and 
since tourism is defined from the demand side it has so far 
not really been possible to compare tourism to other 
industries in a reliable manner. The fact that the tourism data 
is reconciled with other statistical sources increases the 
reliability and credibility of the results. (Denmark)
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ESTIMATED BENEFITS

Assessing the contribution of tourism to the economy
- The TSA highlights tourism in the national economy: e.g. tourism 
GDP in aggregate and by industry and share of tourism in GDP.

- The TSA is an important tool to improve the measurement of 
domestic tourism in national economies
Employment

- TSA data on employment provide valid, good quality and useful 
information for socioeconomic and tourism policy makers as well as 
for individual businesses or regions for benchmarking purposes. 
TSA extensions

- Many countries are implementing “TSA extensions”:  quarterly data, 
employment, environment and sustainability, government revenues 
attributable to tourism, indirect and induced impacts of tourism, 
forecasting, regional data, etc.
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SOME EXAMPLES

The key TSA aggregates are obviously those related to the 
contribution of tourism to the GDP and employment. Also 
important, from the supply point of view, are the data on the 
Gross Value Added of the tourism industries and, concerning 
the demand side variables, the different categories of tourism 
consumption. (Spain)
A major finding to emerge from the TSA project is the crucial 
importance of “domestic tourism” in the overall tourism 
marketplace. (Ireland)
The Ministry of Tourism had commissioned a major research 
project on Tourism Yield 'Tourism Sector Performance and 
Business Benchmark'. As part of this project a detailed 
analysis was undertaken using TSA figures to assess tourism 
industry performance and labour productivity. (New Zealand)
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LIMITATIONS ON TSA USE

The TSA might have been somewhat oversold as a magic word to 
answer all questions about tourism.
Lack of knowledge about the TSA: many users cannot understand 
the TSA data due to its complexity.
Timeliness: the production of the TSA data can be considered as 
much too slow in relation to users’ needs.
Data at micro and business levels: the TSA focuses on aggregates 
so it is not possible to analyse behaviour at the micro-level.
Divergences with other economic estimates: the TSA measures 
only the direct effects of tourism, although users often want to know in 
addition the indirect and induced effects.
Lack of spatial dimension: for many users the lack of regional tables 
is an important drawback. 
International comparability of the TSA still has to be strengthened.  
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SOME EXAMPLES

The complexity of the TSA complicates its analysis and 
relations to other macro-economic indicators for 
normal users. (Spain) 
Many possible users are a bit mystified by the TSA. 
(Ireland) 
The TSA results in their original layout are practically 
unreadable for most of the stakeholders. (Poland)
The complexity of the TSA creates challenges in terms 
of communicating clear messages to a general 
audience. (Canada)
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COMMUNICATING THE TSA RESULTS

The TSA results are often available only in the national 
language.

The TSA results are generally communicated widely 
(downloadable for free) in summary form to policy and 
business decision-makers, the general public and media 
but rarely are the full TSA data available to users.

The content of the documentation varies a lot from one 
country to another and there is rather little harmonisation 
between countries in the presentation of the tables.
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SOME EXAMPLES
The importance of good communication networks between the 
compiling agency and the main stakeholders and data providers 
should not be underestimated… Effective liaison with the 
suppliers of the main data sources is also crucial… (Australia)

It is important that stakeholders know in advance the publication 
dates of forthcoming releases and to find mechanisms to involve 
key stakeholders in the process of developing a TSA (Canada)

Prior consultation with main users can provide advice. (Spain) 

The biggest mistake is perhaps over selling the TSA. From a 
statistical perspective the benefits are obvious, however, from a 
user’s perspective some sort of a dynamic model was expected 
rather than a static set of tables. (Ireland)
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CONCLUSIONS

An increasing number of countries are producing a TSA in one 
way or another, but to a large extent TSA data are still 
underused. OECD thus recommends the following:

Further enhancing the implementation of internationally 
recommended standards.

Involving more stakeholders in the production and 
dissemination of TSA data and extensions.

Adapting and communicating TSA products to users.

Building TSA users’ capacity.
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FOR MORE IMFORMATION

VISIT OR EMAIL

www.oecd.org/cfe/tourism
alain.dupeyras@oecd.org

PUBLICATIONS

The Impact of Culture on Tourism
Innovation and Growth in Tourism
Tourism in OECD Countries 2010: Trends and Policies 
(forthcoming) 


